
               
GIMA STETOSKOPAI

Eil.
Nr.

Aprašymas

1.

32519  DUCA BLUE with chromed chestpiece - latex free. Traditional stethoscopes with robust, heavily 
chromed singlehead chestpiece with floating diaphragm for a superior acoustic sensitivity. Excellent for taking 
blood pressure and general auscultation. Supplied in strong carton box with foam inside, with one set of spare 
eartips, spare diaphragm and user manual.  
Technical Specifications 
• Diaphragm Ø 40 mm  

2.

32520  DUCA BLACK with chromed chestpiece - latex free. Traditional stethoscopes with robust, heavily 
chromed singlehead chestpiece with floating diaphragm for a superior acoustic sensitivity. Excellent for taking 
blood pressure and general auscultation. Supplied in strong carton box with foam inside, with one set of spare 
eartips, spare diaphragm and user manual.  
Technical Specifications 
• Diaphragm Ø 40 mm  

3.

32521  DUCA BURGUNDY (BORDO) with chromed chestpiece - latex free. Traditional stethoscopes with 
robust, heavily chromed singlehead chestpiece with floating diaphragm for a superior acoustic sensitivity. 
Excellent for taking blood pressure and general auscultation. Supplied in strong carton box with foam inside, 
with one set of spare eartips, spare diaphragm and user manual.  
Technical Specifications 
• Diaphragm Ø 40 mm  

4.

32523  BLACK DUCA WHITE with black chestpiece - latex free - black tube. Traditional stethoscopes with 
robust, heavily chromed singlehead chestpiece with floating diaphragm for a superior acoustic sensitivity. 
Excellent for taking blood pressure and general auscultation. Supplied in strong carton box with foam inside, 
with one set of spare eartips, spare diaphragm and user manual.  
Technical Specifications 
• Diaphragm Ø 40 mm  
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5.

32522  BLACK DUCA WHITE with black chestpiece - latex free - white tube. Traditional stethoscopes with 
robust, heavily chromed singlehead chestpiece with floating diaphragm for a superior acoustic sensitivity. 
Excellent for taking blood pressure and general auscultation. Supplied in strong carton box with foam inside, 
with one set of spare eartips, spare diaphragm and user manual.  
Technical Specifications 
• Diaphragm Ø 40 mm  

6. 32330  LITTMANN® "TRADITIONAL" - 3141 – black 

7. 32331  LITTMANN® "TRADITIONAL" - 3142 - blue navy

8. 32332  LITTMANN® "TRADITIONAL" - 3143 – burgundy

The 3M™ Littmann® Traditional Stethoscope offers clinicians the advantages of the Cardiology line of 
stethoscopes with a traditional open bell.
- 3M's tuning technology allows to hear low and high frequency sounds by simply applying light or firm 
pressure to the chestpiece
- Double tube design reduces unwanted "rubbing noises"
- 3M™ Littmann® Snap-Tight Soft Seal
Eartips provide excellent acoustic seal and comfortable fit
- Excellent durability
- Headset can be reliably flexed one million times
- Five-year warranty
- Made in the U.S.A
- Latex free

9.

32501  SHORT OBSTETRIC STETHOSCOPE – beech-wood
These stethoscopes are hand-craft manufactured, made in beech-wood accurately selected and sesasoned for at 
least 3 years. They have a perfect finish with a special transparent varnish. Packed in single box. Made in 
Germany.
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10.

32502  LONG OBSTETRIC STETHOSCOPE – beech-wood
These stethoscopes are hand-craft manufactured, made in beech-wood accurately selected and sesasoned for at 
least 3 years. They have a perfect finish with a special transparent varnish. Packed in single box. Made in 
Germany.

11.

32505  PINARD STETHOSCOPE – aluminium
FOETAL STETHOSCOPES
Pinard stethoscope - aluminium
We have selected a line of wood and aluminium stethoscopes.

12. 32570  WAN SINGLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE - adult – blue

13. 32571  WAN SINGLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE - adult – burgundy

14. 32572  WAN SINGLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE - adult – orange

15. 32575  WAN DOUBLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE - adult – blue

16.  32576  WAN DOUBLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE - adult – burgundy

17. 32577  WAN DOUBLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE - adult – orange

18.   32509  WAN DOUBLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE - neonatal - grey

19.  32511  WAN DOUBLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE - pediatric – pink

20. 32513  TAI DOUBLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE - pediatric – light-blue

Features a chrome-plated zinc-alloy chestpiece, a screw-on plastic retaining ring, outer spring binaural and 
colour matched moulded PVC tubing with non-chill ring. Assure optimum acustic performances. Chestpiece: Ø
45 mm (adult), Ø 35 mm (paediatric), bell Ø 30 mm. Supplied in a cardboard box.



21. 32559  TRAD SINGLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE - pediatric - light blue

22. 32560  TRAD SINGLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE – black

23. 32561  TRAD SINGLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE – red

24. 32562  TRAD SINGLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE – blue

25. 32563  TRAD SINGLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE – yellow

26. 32564  TRAD SINGLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE – purple

27. 32558  TRAD SINGLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE - dark green

28. 32565  TRAD DOUBLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE – black

29. 32566  TRAD DOUBLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE – red

30. 32567  TRAD DOUBLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE – blue

31. 32568  TRAD DOUBLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE - dark green  

Traditional aluminium stethoscopes, lightweight and reliable.
Supplied in cardboard box
Colour: blue
Chestpiece diaphragm: Ø 40 mm
Bell: Ø 20 mm brass binaural, non chill ring

32. 32518  LINUX STETHOSCOPE – blue

33. 32524  LINUX STETHOSCOPE – black

34. 32529  LINUX STETHOSCOPE – red

Single head stethoscope with zinc alloy
chespiece with chrome-plated silver finish.
The special design assures better performances by pushing the back of the head.
Special design of binaural for suiting the ear structure.
Supplied in deluxe box.



35. 32514  YTON SINGLE HEAD STETHOSCOPE - green teal

36. 32530  YTON DUAL HEAD STETHOSCOPE - Y green

Chestpiece Ø 45 mm, bell Ø 30 mm (for double head), with colour coordinated plastic retaining ring. 
"Duracote" finished. Supplied in cardboard box.

37.

32527  DESIGN STHETO - transparent light blue
High quality single head Stethoscope with fashionable design diaphragm and “Superflex TM” binaural.
Provides high acoustic performances thanks to its quality components.
Head and tube are in transparent coordinated colour.

38.

32528  DESIGN STETHO - transparent purple
High quality single head Stethoscope with fashionable design diaphragm and “Superflex TM” binaural.
Provides high acoustic performances thanks to its quality components.
Head and tube are in transparent coordinated colour.

39.

32556  TYTAN ELECTRONIC STETHOSCOPE
Electronic Stethoscope includes amplification and filtering system, ideal for picking up difficult-to-hear heart 
and other body sounds.

Stethoscope has following features:

- Fully electronic, eliminates the aphonic and resonance effect.
- Audio frequency is divided into 3 selective modes.
Standard bell (20° V 200 Hz), Diaphragm (100° V 500 Hz), and Extended Diaphragm (100° V 1000 Hz).
- The electronic amplifying system allows to adjust 8 volumes (0-18 dB)
- An accurate sound-filter enhances the articulation of sound collection.
- It amplifies responses of preferred low frequency sounds and filter and the undesiderable ambient noise of 
high frequency.
- Length: 72 cm (29")



- Colour: black
Technical Specifications
• It amplifies responses of preferred low frequency sounds and filter the undesiderable ambient noise of high 
frequency.

40.

32653  PIG COVER FOR STETHOSCOPE
Spare parts and accessories for stethoscopes: Pig cover - For pediatric applications fits every kind of 
stethoscopes

41.

32654  DRAGON COVER FOR STETHOSCOPE
Spare parts and accessories for stethoscopes: Dragon cover - For pediatric applications fits every kind of 
stethoscopes

42.

32652  COW COVER FOR STETHOSCOPE
Spare parts and accessories for stethoscopes: Pig cover - For pediatric applications fits every kind of 
stethoscopes

43.

32650  STETHO CLEAN - membrane protection
Stheto-clean is a membrane protection that prevents the carrying of the contagious diseases through 
stethoscope. The recent researches show that most of the stethoscopes - between 70-100% are contaminated. 
Stetho clean prevents contamination with bacteria-protected membrane. Its perfect design doesn't cause any 
hearing loss even in electronic stethoscope.

44. 32579  JOTARAP DOUBLE HEAD/TUBE STETHOSCOPE – purple

45. 32580  JOTARAP DOUBLE HEAD/TUBE STETHOSCOPE – black

46. 32581  JOTARAP DOUBLE HEAD/TUBE STETHOSCOPE – blue

47. 32582  JOTARAP DOUBLE HEAD/TUBE STETHOSCOPE – orange

48. 32583  JOTARAP DOUBLE HEAD/TUBE STETHOSCOPE – green

49. 32584  JOTARAP DOUBLE HEAD/TUBE STETHOSCOPE – yellow



50.  32585  JOTARAP DOUBLE HEAD/TUBE STETHOSCOPE - light blue

51. 32586  JOTARAP DOUBLE HEAD/TUBE STETHOSCOPE – fuchsia

52. 32587  JOTARAP DOUBLE HEAD/TUBE STETHOSCOPE – pink

53.  32588  JOTARAP DOUBLE HEAD/TUBE STETHOSCOPE - transp. seafoam green

Gima Sprague Rappaport type double-head, double-tube, latex free stethoscope at the price of a standard 
stethoscope.

- 5 in 1, five way convertible type stethoscope
This convertible stetho, zinc alloy treaded with chrome plated chestpiece drum fitting with different sized 
chestpieces bells, provides versatile acoustical for infants and adults for the detection of a wide range of heart 
and lung sounds.
Chestpiece with small and large diaphragm.

- Double tubing for individual sound transmission
Two 56 cm (22") latex free separately thick wall tubing provide individual sound transmission from chestpiece 
to both side of the ear.

- Complete with accessories kit (32590)
It is supplied with an accessories pouch containing: 3 interchangeable plastic black non-chill bells, adult and 
paediatric spare diaphragm, one pair clear neoprene eartips, one pair black mushroom eartips. Supplied in 
single cardboard box, with 6 languages manual (English, French, Spanish, Italian, Greek, Portuguese).
Technical Specifications
• Small diaphragm: Ø 25 mm
• Larg diaphragm: Ø 37 mm 
• The head clicks into position with each 180° turn
• SUITABLE FOR ADULT, PEDIATRIC AND NEONATALE USE. LATEX FREE.

54. 32590  ACCESSORY KIT - for Jotarap

 

Accessory Kit - spare for JOTARAP:
includes 3 interchangeable plastic black non-chill bells, adult and paediatric spare diaphragm, one pair clear 
neoprene eartips, one pair black mushroom eartips.

55.  32531  CLASSIC DUAL HEAD STETHO - Y dark green

56.  32532  CLASSIC DUAL HEAD STETHO - Y orange

57.  32533  CLASSIC DUAL HEAD STETHO - Y light blue

58.  32534  CLASSIC DUAL HEAD STETHO - Y light black

59.  32535 CLASSIC DUAL HEAD STETHO - Y light burgundy



60.  32536  CLASSIC DUAL HEAD STETHO - Y  blue

61.  32537  CLASSIC DUAL HEAD STETHO - Y green

62.  32538  CLASSIC DUAL HEAD STETHO - Y red

63.  32539  CLASSIC DUAL HEAD STETHO - Y pink

64.  32540  CLASSIC DUAL HEAD STETHO - Y royal blue

65.  32541  CLASSIC DUAL HEAD STETHO - Y l

High quality stethoscope with stainless steel chestpiece, stainless steel double inner spring binaural and durable,
elegantly moulded PVC tubing for unsurpassed acoustic performance. The colour coordinated flexible "Y" 
tubing, nonchill ring and diaphragm retaining ring provide excellent patient comfort, while adding 
attractiveness. It comes in a foam lined box with 2 extra sets of soft eartips. Chestpiece: Ø 45 mm (adulti, Ø 35 
mm (pediatric). Box and manual in 9 languages??: GB, FR, DE, IT, ES, PT, GR, PL, Arabic.

66.

  

32542  CLASSIC TEACHING STETHO – black
High quality stethoscope with stainless steel chestpiece, stainless steel double inner spring binaural and durable,
elegantly moulded PVC tubing for unsurpassed acoustic performance. The colour coordinated flexible "Y" 
tubing, nonchill ring and diaphragm retaining ring provide excellent patient comfort, while adding 
attractiveness. It comes in a foam lined box with 2 extra sets of soft eartips. Chestpiece: Ø 45 mm (adulti, Ø 35 
mm (pediatric). Box and manual in 9 languages??: GB, FR, DE, IT, ES, PT, GR, PL, Arabic.

67.  32512  CLASSIC DUAL HEAD STETHO - pediatric - light blue

68.  32516  CLASSIC DUAL HEAD STETHO - pediatric – black

High quality stethoscope with stainless steel chestpiece, stainless steel double inner spring binaural and durable,
elegantly moulded PVC tubing for unsurpassed acoustic performance. The colour coordinated flexible "Y" 
tubing, nonchill ring and diaphragm retaining ring provide excellent patient comfort, while adding 
attractiveness. It comes in a foam lined box with 2 extra sets of soft eartips.
Classic pediatric - black
Chestpiece diam.: 35 mm



69. 32550  CARDIOLOGY CLASSIC STETHOSCOPE - Y blue

70. 32551  CARDIOLOGY CLASSIC STETHOSCOPE - Y burgundy

71. 32552  CARDIOLOGY CLASSIC STETHOSCOPE - Y black

Cardiology Classic offers acoustical excellence in a traditional Bdesign. Its innovative
features include:
- stainless steel chestpiece (diameter 36-47 mm) with extra deep cone-shaped bell for a superb low 
frequencresponse
- stainless steel double inner spring binaural
- floating diaphragm for unsurpassed amplification
- durable, elegantly moulded
Colour co-ordinated non-chill ring and diaphragm retaining ring PVC black tubing

72.

 

32526  REGALITE DELUXE STETHOSCOPE
Top quality single head stethoscope. Patented multi-frequency "ringo- raised™" diaphragm system. Chromed 
plated chestpiece with "SUPERFLEX" inner spring binaural and 1 piece moulded, latex free, PVC tubing. 
Supplied in deluxe box, with spare soft eartips and one spare diaphragm. Manual and box in 7 languages: GB, 
FR, IT, ES, PT, GR, Arabic.

73. 32382  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II PEDIATRIC" - 2115 - pearl pink

74. 32383  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II PEDIATRIC" - 2155 - orange

75. 32384  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II PEDIATRIC" - 2136 - royal blue

76. 32404  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II PEDIATRIC" - 2113 - black

77. 32405  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II PEDIATRIC" - 2119 - caribbean blue

78. 32406  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II PEDIATRIC" - 2113R - red

79. 32407  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II PEDIATRIC" - 2122 - raspberry

80. 32408  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II PEDIATRIC" - 2154 - peach

81. 32381  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II PEDIATRIC" - 2153 - caribbean blue - rainbow finish

82. 32387  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II PEDIATRIC" - colour on request



3M™ LITTMANN® STETHOSCOPES - length 71 cm CLASSIC II PEDIATRIC - head Ø 36/30 mm 
Featuring a two-sided chestpiece, this classic stethoscope offers high acoustic sensitivity for superior 
performance. The sthetoscope offers a tradional bell combined with a tunable diagraph that allows the user to 
conveniently alternate between low- and high-frequency sounds without turning over the chestpiece.
Ideal for daily use by:
• General Practitioners
• Nurses
• Medical Students

83. 32376  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II INFANT" - 2124 - caribbean blue

84. 32409   LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II INFANT" - 2126 - lilac

85. 32410   LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II INFANT" - 2114 - black

86. 32411   LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II INFANT" - 2114R - red

87. 32412   LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II INFANT" - 2125 - raspberry

88. 32380   LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II INFANT" - 2124 - caribbean blue

89. 32375   LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II INFANT" - colour on request

 

3M™ LITTMANN® STETHOSCOPES - length 71 cm
CLASSIC II INFANT - head Ø 30/22 mm
Featuring a two-sided chestpiece, this classic stethoscope offers high acoustic sensitivity for superior 
performance. The sthetoscope offers a tradional bell combined with a tunable diagraph that allows the user to 
conveniently alternate between low- and high-frequency sounds without turning over the chestpiece.
Ideal for daily use by:
• General Practitioners
• Nurses
• Medical Students

90. 32320  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II S.E." - 2215 - royal blue

91. 32413  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II S.E." - 2210 - raspberry

92. 32414  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II S.E." - 2209 - purple

93. 32415  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II S.E." - 2201 - black

94. 32416  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II S.E." - 2205 - blue navy

95. 32417  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II S.E." - 2208 - hunter green

96. 32418  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II S.E." - 2203 - grey

97. 32419  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II S.E." - 2211 - burgundy

98. 32420  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II S.E." - 2206 - caribbean blue

99. 32421  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II S.E." - 2813 - ceil blue

100. 32422  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II S.E." - 2812 - orange



101. 32423  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II S.E." - 2816 - pink

102. 32480  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II S.E." - 2819 - ocean blue

103. 32481  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II S.E." - 2822 - peach

104. 32482  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II S.E." - 2818 - pine green

105. 32483  LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II S.E." - 2817 - pink bubblegum

106. 32489 LITTMANN® "CLASSIC II S.E." - colour on request

 

3M™ LITTMANN® STETHOSCOPES - length 71 cm
CLASSIC II S.E. ADULT - head Ø 47/36 mm
The 3M™ Littmann Classic II S.E. is the 'industry standard' stethoscope.
Featuring a two-sided chestpiece, this classic stethoscope offers high acoustic sensitivity for superior 
performance. The sthetoscope offers a tradional bell combined with a tunable diagraph that allows the user to 
conveniently alternate between low- and high-frequency sounds without turning over the chestpiece.
Ideal for daily use by:
• General Practitioners
• Nurses
• Medical Students

107. 32321  Littmann® Classic II S.E. -raspberry - rainbow finish

108. 32322  Littmann® Classic II S.E. - black - smoke finish

109. 32323  Littmann® Classic II S.E. - sand - smoke finish

110. 32324  Littmann® Classic II S.E. - olive green - smoke finish

111. 32470  Littmann® Classic II S.E. - "black edition"

112. 32486  Littmann® Classic II S.E. - black - brass edition

113. 32487  Littmann® Classic II S.E. - chocolate - copper finish

114. 32488  Littmann® Classic II S.E. - caribbean blue - rainbow finish

 

3M™ LITTMANN® STETHOSCOPES - length 71 cm
CLASSIC II S.E. SPECIAL EDITIONS - head Ø 47/36 mm
The 3M™ Littmann Classic II S.E. is the 'industry standard' stethoscope.
Featuring a two-sided chestpiece, this classic stethoscope offers high acoustic sensitivity for superior 
performance. The sthetoscope offers a tradional bell combined with a tunable diagraph that allows the user to 
conveniently alternate between low- and high-frequency sounds without turning over the chestpiece.
Ideal for daily use by:
• General Practitioners



• Nurses
• Medical Students

115. 32397  Littmann® Select - pearl pink

116. 32398  Littmann® Select - violet

117. 32399  Littmann® Select - ocean blue

118. 32400  Littmann® Select - royal blue

119. 32401  Littmann® Select - burgundy

120. 32402  Littmann® Select - lilac

121. 32403  Littmann® Select - black

122. 32396  Littmann® Select - colour on request

 

3MTM LITTMANN® SELECT 
STETHOSCOPES - length 71 cm
The 3M™ Littmann® Select Stetoscope is ideal for general examination purposes, including blood pressure 
measurement. The patented single-sided chestpiece for both low and high frequency sounds offers acoustic 
clarity.

123. 32390  Littmann® Lightweight II S.E. - black

124. 32391  Littmann® Lightweight II S.E. - burgundy

125. 32392  Littmann® Lightweight II S.E. - ceil blue

126. 32393  Littmann® Lightweight II S.E. - lilac

127. 32394  Littmann® Lightweight II S.E. - metal green

128. 32395  Littmann® Lightweight II S.E. - colour on request

 

Original 3M LITTMANN® Stethoscopes
- Lightweight only 118g
- Standard lenght 71 cm
- Headset made of aerospace alloy
- Tunable diaphragm for easy low and high frequency monitoring

129. 32445  Littmann® S.T.C. Cardiology - black

130. 32446 Littmann® S.T.C. Cardiology - burgundy

131. 32447 Littmann® S.T.C. Cardiology - navy blue



132. 32448 Littmann® S.T.C. Cardiology – plum

 

CARDIOLOGY S.T.C. (Soft Touch Chestpiece) - head Ø 42x48 mm
A precision stethoscope incorporating innovative design technology. Outstanding acoustics combined with a 
unique and easy-to-grasp chestpiece allow easy movement between auscultation sites. The Littmann Cardiology
S.T.C. stethoscope's innovative design allows easy movement and handling by the healthcare provider while 
still providing outstanding acoustics. The tunable diaphragm allows the user to conveniently alternate between 
low- and high-frequency sounds by applying a simple pressure on the chestpiece. 6 years warranty.
Recommended for use by:
• Cardiologists
• Pulmonologists
• General Practitioners

133. 32371  Littmann® Cardiology III - caribbean blue

134. 32372  Littmann® Cardiology III - raspberry

135. 32373  Littmann® Cardiology III - black - rainbow finish

136. 32429  Littmann® Cardiology III - coral pink

137. 32430  Littmann® Cardiology III - black

138. 32431  Littmann® Cardiology III - burgundy

139. 32432  Littmann® Cardiology III - navy blue

140. 32433  Littmann® Cardiology III - plum

141. 32434  Littmann® Cardiology III - hunter green

142. 32443  Littmann® Cardiology III - light blue

143. 32444  Littmann® Cardiology III - red

144. 32472  Littmann® Cardiology III - "black edition"

145. 32474  Littmann® Cardiology III - chocolate - copper finish

146. 32475  Littmann® Cardiology III - black - brass finish

147. 32370  Littmann® Cardiology III - colour on request

 

3M™ LITTMANN® STETHOSCOPES - length 69 cm
CARDIOLOGY III - head Ø 47/36 mm
The 3M™ Littmann Cardiology III stethoscope provides acoustic excellence for large and small hearts.
The innovative design offers a patented tunable diaphragm on each side of the chestpiece for adult, pediatric, 



and small site auscultation.
The two tunable diaphragms allow the user to conveniently alternate between low- and high-frequency sounds 
without turning over the chestpiece. The large side can be used for adult patients, while the small side is 
especially useful for pediatric or thin patients, around bandages, and for carotid assessment. The pediatric side 
of the chestpiece easily converts to a traditional bell by simply replacing the diaphragm with the nonchill bell 
sleeve included with each stethoscope.
Recommended for use by:
• Cardiologists
• Pulmonologists
• General Practitioners

148. 32435   Littmann® Master Cardiology - black

149. 32436  Littmann® Master Cardiology - burgundy

150. 32437  Littmann® Master Cardiology - navy blue

151. 32439  Littmann® Master Cardiology - plum

152. 32360  Littmann® Master Cardiology - black smoke ed.

153. 32361  Littmann® Master Cardiology - caribbean blue

154. 32473  Littmann® Master Cardiology - "black edition"

 

3M™ LITTMANN® STETHOSCOPES - length 69 cm
MASTER CARDIOLOGY - head Ø 44 mm
The 3M™ Littmann Master Cardiology stethoscope is the ultimate acoustic stethoscope for accurate 
auscultation.
This innovative product has a patented single-sided Master chestpiece. This allows monitoring of both high and 
low frequency sounds without turning the chestpiece over. A special procedures adaptor is available for difficult
sites and paediatric auscultation. 
Recommended for use by:
• Cardiologists
• Pulmonologists

155. 32425  Littmann® Master Classic II - burgundy

156. 32426  Littmann® Master Classic II - black

157. 32427  Littmann® Master Classic II - navy blue

158. 32364  Littmann® Master Classic II - caribbean blue

159. 32471  Littmann® Master Classic II - "black edition"

160. 32428  Littmann® Master Classic II - "gold plated"

161. 32365  Littmann® Master Classic II - colour on request



 

3M™ LITTMANN® MASTER CLASSIC STETHOSCOPES
 length 69 cm - head Ø 44 mm
The 3M™ Littmann Master Classic II stethoscope is a high performance product.
The excellent acoustic sensitivity of a tunable diaphragm is the hallmark of this superior single-sided 
stethoscope. Award-winning design combines high performance with portable convenience. This innovative 
stethoscope has a patented single-sided Master chestpiece. This allows monitoring of both high and low 
frequency sounds without turning the chestpiece over.
The streamlined design is comfortable, durable and portable. Winner of an "Industrial Design Excellence 
Award" in 1996. 
Used by:
• General practitioners
• Paramedics

162. 32490  Littmann® Electronic 3100 - black

163. 32491  Littmann® Electronic 3100 - burgundy

164. 32492  Littmann® Electronic 3100 - navy blue

165. 32494  Littmann® Electronic 3100 - other colours

166. 32495  Littmann® Electronic 3200 - black

167. 32496  Littmann® Electronic 3200 - navy blue

168. 32499  Littmann® Electronic 3200 - other colours

 

3MTM LITTMANN® ELECTRONIC STETHOSCOPES
Electronic Stethoscopes

3M™ Littmann® Electronic Stethoscope Model 3100 exceptional sound capabilites deliver an exceptional 
auscultation experience. Clinical evidence show that, it is easier to detect difficult-to-hear heart sounds like S3 
gallops and aortic regurgitation murmurs, as well as abnormal lung sounds. Here's why:

• Ambient Noise Reduction Technology:
It cancels out, on average, 85% of ambient background noise that can interfere with the auscultation experience,
without eliminating critical body sounds.
• Acoustic Seal Eartips and Tubing:
They create an excellent acoustic seal. It means a tighter seal from ambient noise entering through tubing and 
eartip
connections.
• State-of-the-Art Sound Sensor
Positioned at the base of the tubing, the sensor brings the sound more naturally to your ears.
• Up to 24X Sound Amplification
Technical Specifications



• Operates on single AA (alkaline or lithium) battery 
• Ergonomically designed chest piece for easy, one-hand manipulation and patient comfort

169. 32500  WELCH ALLYN HARVEY DLX TRIPLE HEAD CARDIOLOGY STETHOSCOPE

 

Triple-head Harvey DLX stethoscopes are specifically designed to accentuate important sounds and enable you 
to hear cardiac, pulmonary, and vascular sounds without relying on difficult variable-pressure techniques. Dual-
bore tubing creates two uninterrupted sound channels and works with the optimally weighted brass chestpieces 
to transmit a full range of clear, crisp sounds that help enhance your auscultation capabilities.

- Rotatable triple-head (brass bell, flat diaphragm and corrugated diaphragm) chestpieces
- Chrome-plated brass chestpieces and binaurals
- Rotatable binaurals and interchangeable comfort sealing ear tips
- Triple-leaf binaural spring encased in polyurethane allows size adjustment while preventing breakage
- Latex free
Technical Specifications
• Adjustment binaurals
• Brass chestpieces
• Unique, tightly contained flat diaphragm is optimised for higherfrequency, critically important heart sounds 
like murmurs, clicks and ejection sounds
• Corrugated diaphragm specially good for detecting lower frequency sounds such as rumbles, gallops, and 
ejection sounds 
• Triple-head model get complete flexibility and efficiency by placing a bell, flat diaphragm, and corrugated 
diaphragm at your fingertips

170. 32345 ERKAPHON FLAT CHEST-PIECE - aluminium - blue -544.000.20

171. 32350 ERKAPHON FLAT CHEST-PIECE - chromed - black -543.000.10

172. 32354 ERKA HEAVY CHEST-PIECE - black - 560.000.10

173. 32355 ERKA HEAVY CHEST-PIECE - blue - 560.000.20

174. 32358 ERKAPHON DOUBLE CHEST-PIECE - black – 541.000.10

 

Stethoscope with double chest piece is switchable from membrane to bell function. The membrane side is 
suitable for the auscultation of high and low frequency sounds while the bell side is designed for cardiac 
impulses. High quality precision stethoscopes for excellent acoustics, made in Germany. All stethoscopes are 
equipped with 56 cm long Y tube, brass chrome-plated binaural and chest-piece (32350, 32358) or aluminium 
(32344-47), membrane Ø 44 mm, bell Ø 30 mm (32358 only)


